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Modern ENT diagnostics -
fast, reliable and uncomplicated

ATMOS
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Due to the rapid development of technology and information distribution the expectations of patients regarding 
documentation and archiving of their diagnostic results continue to grow. The ATMOS® Cam 21 / 31 meets these 
expectations.
Due to the thorough integration of your practice or clinic into the network your workflow is optimised - which 
results in leaving you with more time to diagnose and to illuminate your patients.

Modern ENT diagnostics -
fast, reliable and uncomplicated

ATMOS

The continual storage of your patients files and diagnostic results secures a permanent high quality standard and 
accountability of your services.
That’s what modern ENT diagnostic looks like.

Workflow optimisation and archiving possibilities 
simplify your daily routine.
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Microphone / Audio In / Line In
Off ers the possibility to connect 
two audio recorders to the device 
for  e.g. the simultaneous analysis 
of the vocal cords and the voice.

Auto setting    
Eliminates the manual setting of a white balance due to automatic setting 
of the light source parametres.

ATMOSoft ENT 
Software developed singularly for the recording and storage of 
patient data.

GDT interface 
Serves as a link between your practice software and the application software of your diagnostic devices.

Integration into your system
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                  USB interface    
For the connection of your camera to a PC or notebook.

Auto calibration    
No calibration neccessary when switching optics or microscopes due to automatic setting of the optic 

parametres.

                     HDMI input
For the easy connection to modern 

monitors and notebooks.    

Foot switch
For the simple storage of images.
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Perfectly matched ATMOS components

ATMOS® Scope 

ATMOS Strobo 21 LED

A ATMOS® Cam is not just a simple camera which allows you to perform examinations with conventional rigid 
and fl exible optics. With the ATMOS® Cam you also have the possibility to set up a complete  visualisation system. 
Additionally it is possible to equip the ATMOS® Cam with the ATMOS® Scope and the ENT microscope ATMOS® i 
View and thus create a complete  visualisation environment.

The revolution of fl exible Endosco-
py / Stroboscopy with the ATMOS® 
Scope springs from its specially 
shaped handle. The innovative er-
gonomy of the ATMOS® Scope re-
sults in a more comfortable positi-
on and simplifi es the application on 
the patient.
The ATMOS® Scope combines LED 
light source, camera and micropho-
ne in an all-in-one-solution fl exible 
endoscope.

The ATMOS® Strobo 21 LED off ers 
possibilities to perform strobosco-
py with innovative LED technology. 
Thus it is possible to execute noi-
seless stroboscopy without reduc-
tion. Furthermore it is possible to 
perform vocal cord diagnostics with 
fl ickerless pilot light.
Next to these examination possi-
bilities it is also possible to display 
the results as freeze images on the 
monitor and to play video signals in 
slow motion.
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ATMOS® i View

In the complete system of the mi-
croscope optics, HD resolution and  
LED illumination harmonise per-
fectly with one another.
The complete optical system was 
calculated and developed for high 
quality colour correction and high 
resolution HD technology on ba-
sis of the LED illumination. The 
optimised illumination quality in 
combination with a patent pending 
procedure guarantee a comfortab-
le colour temperature without ther-
mal infl uence on the tissue.
For documentational purposes it 
is possible to integrate camera op-
tions which create a smooth work-
fl ow.
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The ATMOS® Cam  visualisation environment

The ATMOS® Cam is a fl exible tool with many integration and linking possibilities.
Being the centre of every visualisation environment this compact device can either be integrated into treatment 
units or be used as a stand-alone-solution. Linking possibilities such as the integration into the practice surroun-
ding and software for the visualisation and archiving of your examination guarantee for an optimisation of your 
workfl ows.
The functions of the ATMOS® Cam can be outbid with many peripherals. Amongst them are devices for strobo-
scopy, fl exible and rigid optics and ENT microscopes such as the ATMOS® i View for visualisation.
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Output devices

Software ingeration

Integration

Visualisation peripherals
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These features save you time and money

ATMOS® Cam 
21 DV

ATMOS® Cam 31
ATMOS® Cam 

31 DV
ATMOS® Cam 31 

DV Data

Integrated image storage x x x

Analogue monitor output 
(Y/C, FBAS)

x x x x

Digital monitor output (HDMI) x x

Archiving interface USB x x x

SD memory card slot x x x x

Stroboscopy function x

Pixel error protection (PEP) x x x x

Foot switch x x x



ATMOSoft ENT 31 ATMOSoft ENT 41

Displaying video signals on PC x x

Storing 8 images temporarily x x

Creating a doctor’s notice in Word 
or PDF

x x

Full Screen Display x x

ATMOS patient database x x

Storage of images x x

Storage of video signals x

GDT interface. x x

ATMOSoft ENT

System requirements

The ATMOS® Cam off ers simple combination possibilities with the ATMOSoft ENT. Save and archive your diag-
nostic results with only a few clicks and within the shortest space of time with the aid of this simple tool. Real-time 
video signals simplify your diagnososis and support you when advising and illuminating your patients.
Use photos and data, gained by the software, to produce a doctor‘s notice for your patients. Simplify your work-
fl ow with this application which off ers all working steps comprised in one application.

We off er the complete package!

 OS:  Windows XP oder Windows 7 ( not for Windows Vista)
 Processor: 2GHz
 RAM:  2GB
 HDD:  10MB for software
  80GB base storage
 USB:  2x USB 2.0
 Monitor: min. 800x600 px
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Just tapping the foot switch starts the 
camera automatically.

The ATMOS® Cam 21 / 31 allows for a fast 
and reliable diagnosis.

Start Visualise Save Print or archive
 


Creating precise diagnoses with 
the most modern devices

Start the examination with just a 
single „click“

Optimised workfl ow
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Start Visualise Save Print or archive
 

Optimised workflow

 

Simple storage of diagnoses 
with only a single „click“

With only a single „click“ you save your 
diagnosis in the ATMOSoft ENT.

With a single „clicik“ you print your results 
on an office or network printer.

Simple documentation either in 
printing or archiving
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Camera (select just one option) REF

Option tabletop device

1 ATMOS® Cam 21 DV 507.4120.0

ATMOS® Cam 31 507.5110.0

ATMOS® Cam 31 DV 507.5130.0

4 ATMOS® Cam 31 DV Data 507.5140.0

Option integrated module

2 ATMOS® Cam 21 DV 531.2020.0

ATMOS® Cam 31 531.2065.0

ATMOS® Cam 31 DV 531.2070.0

ATMOS® Cam 31 DV Data 531.2090.0

Software package (select just one option)

3 ATMOSoft ENT 31 700.0034.0

3 ATMOSoft ENT 41 700.0035.0

Upgrade packages

Control set for ATMOSoft for ATMOS® Cam 534.3300.0

PC / Notebook

Medical Touch Screen PC 512.1400.0

Ordering overview ATMOS® Cam

Optionalternate options
(select just one option)
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ATMOS® Cam 21 DV1

ATMOS® Cam 31 DV Data fully equipped4

ATMOS® Cam 21 DV 2 ATMOSoft ENT3
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ATMOS MedizinTechnik GmbH & Co. KG

Ludwig-Kegel-Str. 16

79853 Lenzkirch / Germany

Tel: +49 7653 689-370

atmos@atmosmed.de

www.atmosmed.com


